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The characters return with a few more of
the BTS crew to assist their Author once
again as she struggles with suicidal
ideation and her burgeoning bisexuality.
They have warned her away from one of
them in particular because something has
gone wrong. One of them isnt who he says
he is and they all struggle to figure out his
origins before its too late. Unfortunately,
the Author is captured and lives through a
period of time surprisingly worse than
anything shes experienced before. Those
who crossed over are hiding out while they
plan a way to defeat the bad egg once and
for all. They recruit the help of yet more
characters and secrets about the BTS series
and its origins are revealed. The Author has
been rescued but it turns out she may just
be a pawn for his real goal. Can they set
him right before he does permanent
damage?
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begins . Things are getting complicated for poor Jinx, whos become trapped between Like Jinxy, its hard to differentiate
between good and bad, as both sides are complicated.
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